SECOND ANNUAL HIKE OF OUTING CLUB

Thirteen Men Make Mt. Washington Trip

The thirteen hikers of the Outing Club, who arrived at the base of the Presidential range on Tuesday morning, spent their first day in the camps of the Glen House. The weather was surprisingly clear, and the whole party enjoyed the trip, which was made up of the "tacky thrice" that took the Grand Triangle of the Glen House, and the real hiking began. The climb up Washington was made Tuesday, via the famous gulch, and within the last few years many poor souls thought to be a monotonous sight, but eventually it was discovered that the sounds provided from a small float in the stream were a welcome addition to the scenery.

The view from Mt. Washington was magnificent, and the whole party enjoyed the trip, which was made up of the "tacky thrice" that took the Grand Triangle of the Glen. After the climb up Washington, the party started to the base of the Presidential range, and the next morning they started back toward the base of the mountain, but after considerable hard climbing, the climbers got to the top of the beet and the famous quick and were glad to look back over what they had accomplished.

The Summit

After recovering their energy with refreshments and a smoke, the first thing the party did was to consult the chart and select their direction to the summit of the mountain. Next, the party started to the base of the Presidential range, and the next morning they started back toward the base of the mountain, but after considerable hard climbing, the climbers got to the top of the beet and the famous quick and were glad to look back over what they had accomplished.

"BATES REACHES THE TOP"

INTERESTING CLIPPING FROM CHARLESTON PAPER, REGARDING OXFORD DEBATE

The Student has received another testimonial of his ability to handle the press, and has been asked to participate in a debate with the other college in the city. The Oxford University, representing the American college, is to be engaged in a debate with Bates College, the Oxfordian, on the theme of "The influence of Greek religion on modern society." The Oxfordian, representing the American college, is to be engaged in a debate with Bates College, the Oxfordian, on the theme of "The influence of Greek religion on modern society." The debate is to take place on the 15th of May, and is expected to be of great interest to the public.

GREEKounced the first of the month, the ancient Greek festival of the Muses takes place. The festival is held in honor of the Muses, the goddesses of the arts and sciences, and is considered a time of celebration and learning. This year, the festival will be held on the 15th of May, and is expected to be a time of great celebration and learning.

WARREN O. HARDING

MIRROR FOR 1921

In spite of rumors to the contrary, the Mirror for 1921 is to be in circulation by the time the College is inaugurated. The new edition will be a large and full-sized edition, and will contain all the articles that were published in the previous year. The Mirror is to be published in April, and will be available for purchase at the College bookstore.

"BATES ANNUAL ON TIME"

The first night in camp deserves especial mention. Whatever discomforts were discovered, the whole party enjoyed the trip, and was glad to look back over what they had accomplished.

The view from Mt. Washington was wonderful, and all, but a few in the party, were impressed. The next morning, the party descended to the base of the mountain, and was glad to look back over what they had accomplished.

(Continued on Page Two)
EDITORIALS

INTERCOLLEGIATE TRACK MEET

Tomorrow there will be seen about the campus representatives from the preparatory schools of Maine, here to engage in the Second Annual track and field meet. To these Bates extends the heartiest welcome. May their short stay be productive of the best relations between them and the college.

The Editor-in-Chief is always responsible for the editorial column and the opinions expressed in the paper. The Editor-in-Chief is elected by the faculty each spring, and his place is always open to any senior who is a member of the graduating class of the year in which he is elected.

Printed by MUIRHEAD & WILSON CO. Auburn, Me.

SPRING RENTALS

RESTRICTION AT REDUCED RATES

Discount On All Athletic Goods

C. E. PURINGTON, Room 2, W. H. Agent for James W. Brine Company

A SHOOTER

SHORTER SHOESTAND IN TEN EASY LESSONS

This course covers every lesson which will enable the Student to kick straight, deliver the ball, and run your best time.

THIS COURSE

The principle one lesson, and is given with a money back guarantee if not satisfied.

SEND THIS CLIP TO DAY

FURMUS PESSIS, PUBLISHERS, 325 Payson, New York.

Gentlemen—Regent's behest to kiss for which kindly send me your Shortform Book in less than fifteen days after receipt of these, or else I'll give you the tail of the end of five days. I am not making money, but profit will be gladly re-funded.

Street
City and State.
Merrill & Webber Co.

PRINTERS and BOOKBINDERS

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE
REPORTS OF MEETINGS OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY ASSOCIATION OF BATES ALUMNI was arranged at the Hamilton Club, Chicago, November 1921.

A hastily planned meeting of the Mississippi Valley Association of Bates Alumni was arranged at the Hamilton Club by Mr. Fisher, to meet the executive committee of the Association at noon on Friday, November 21, 1921. At one little personal inconvenience arranged to make it possible to get to Chicago to meet the executive committee of President Gray. No formal business was taken up, Mr. Fisher suggested that we might be of real help to him in his desire to get Bates and its ideals before the public. A discussion of the subject of the afternoon meeting was opened by President Gray with much assistance from all present. After President Gray's departure, East on the 11:20 P.M. train, Mr. Smith, W. W., and Mr. Smith, Jr., closed the meeting with the officers of the Associated Press, and introduced the subject of the afternoon meeting, which was a brief outline of the Chicago reunion. The meeting was read before the public, and it was arranged that we would all keep in touch with the Illinois Club of Chicago was discussed, and it was arranged that it should all keep in touch with the Illinois Club of Chicago and all keep in touch with the public, and it was arranged that it should all keep in touch with the Illinois Club of Chicago and all.

At the Hamilton Club, Chicago, March 16, 1921

A spring meeting to greet Dr. Grey was arranged at the Hamilton Club by President Fisher, the president and executive committee of the Mississippi Valley Association of Bates Alumni, on Friday, March 16, 1921. It was a little personal inconvenience arranged to make it possible to get to Chicago, and again the meeting was made with the Illinois Club. At day or two before he might be at an election, and again the meeting was made with the Illinois Club.
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